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Stress is a normal part of life that can either keep us safe or cause significant problems. Most of us

have learned to live with high levels of constant stress. This stress triggers a neurochemical reaction

called “fight or flight”, a state that our bodies were never built to handle long-term. Trying to reduce 

external stress is a step in the right direction. Combating those internal stress levels is something we 

have more control over. An easy way to begin is to start incorporating these simple strategies into 

your daily life. The ideas below incorporate calming the central nervous system, shaking out stress 

with physical activity, and increasing feel-good endorphins. Try one today!

Drink a cup of tea

Mindfully eat a snack

Take 10 deep breaths

Listen to an uplifting podcast

Play your favorite song

Watch a funny video

Call a friend

Run a flight of stairs

Use essential oils

Do 10 jumping jacks

Go for a brisk walk

Put your bare feet on the ground

Hug a tree

Pet a dog

Visualize yourself on vacation

Get up and dance

Give your face some direct sun

Use a light box

Meditate

Use a breathing app

Smile

Fake a laugh

Have a healthy snack

Try tapping

Push on pressure points
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Shake your body

Do a few yoga positions

Cross something off your to-do list

Journal about how you’re feeling

Find a moment of grace

Say gratitudes

Do something nice for someone else

Read an inspirational book

Look at inspirational quotes

Smell something good

Color in a coloring book

Give someone a compliment

Buy the car behind you a coffee

Think of your dream vacation spot

Stretch arms, legs and neck

Give someone a hug

Appreciate a flower

Do a Sudoku puzzle

Write 3 self-affirmations

Doodle

Use a fidget

Chew gum

Send a handwritten thank you note

Read a joke book

Wrap yourself in a warm blanket
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Contact me today to bring my signature stress reduction 
workshop, Creating a Personalized Stress Reduction Plan, to your 
next event. If you’d like more personalized guidance in attaining 

your goals, reach out to learn if coaching is right for you. I look 
forward to connecting with you!
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